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1 • 0 Introduction 

In May 1965 a DDP-224 computer was delivered to the Rutherford Laboratory. 

Since the installation of this computer an "on-line" system involving a 

number of measuring machines and a sonic spark chamber experiment, has been 

built up around the Orion and DDP computers. The objectives of this system 

are:-

i) To provide a means of merging the data from a number of different 

"on-line" sources operating simultaneously and then forwarding 

it to the Orion. 

H) To provide the facility to do varying degrees of preliminary 

computation on this data. 

iii) To provide storage to buffer the data flow into the Orion. 

iv) To provide the means of controlling various "on-line" devices. 

v) To provide typewriters and vi&ual displays,to control programs, 

and to give information on the performance of the various on-line 

devices. 

vi) To provide the means of writing on to,and reading from, IBM 

compatible magnetic tape. 

v:1..i) To provide the means of operating the "on-line devices" when the 

Orion computer is not available. 

It is hoped that this mlµJ.ual will aid people wishing:to write programs 

for this system, to add new devices to the system or to modify the existing 

system. The sections relating to the various devices can be read independentzy. 

This manual should bB read in conjunction with the: 

DDP-224 Programmers Manual 

DAP II Manual 

Mu.in Frame Schematics 

Option Schematics 

Modification Schematics 

For readers interested in 

hardware details 
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2.0 Configuration 

The equipment delivered by the computer manuf'aoturers was: 

a) DDP-224 computer with 12 K words of core store and three 

index registers. 1 off 

b) 16 level priority interrupt system, with enable/disable of 

each interrupt; four levels are single execute interrupts. 

c) Interrupt Range Register. 

d) Power failure interrupt. 

e) Direct Memory Access Channel. (D.M.A.) 

f) Parallel unbuffered input channel. 

g) Pa.rallel unbuffered output channel. 

h) Character buf'fer ihput/output channel. 

i) Output Control Pulses (OCP's). 

j) Sense Lines (SKS's). 

k) Console IBM typewriter. 

1) RE;mote IBM typewriter. 

m) Fs.ci t paper tape reader. 

n) Facit paper tape punch. 

o) Ma.gnetic tape deck. 

p) Calcomp Graph Plotter. 

q) Digital C.R.T. Display. 

1 off 

1 off 

1 off 

2 off 

2 off 

1 off 

2 off 

24 off 

16 off 

1 off 

1 off 

1 off 

1 off 

2 off 

1 off 

1 off 

In building up the on-line system the following equipment has been 

attached to the DDP-224 (See Fig. 1): 

a) The Orion computer. 

b) The Hough PowellDevice (HPD) - a flying spot scanner of 

bubble chamber pictures. 

c) A C.R.T. scanner of spark chamber film. 

d) A sonic spark chamber experiment system (OLX). 
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e) A storage CRT digital display, located in the control room 

of the spark chamber experiment. 

f) A teletype teleprinter located in a control room in the Nimrod 

experimental area. 

The system is shown schematically in.Figures 1 - 4. which correspond to 

Drawing Noe. CR 023667 to 023670 respectively. The remaining drawings relevant to 

this report are Nos. CR 023645 - 49, 52-54 and 59-66, copies of which may be 

obtained on request. 
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3.0 Cor·e Store 

The 12K words of the Rutherford Laboratory DDP-224 is divided into 

two units: an BK module (modules A and B)and a 4K module (module C). 

Because 12K (30 1 0008) is not a power of 2, this gives a rather curious 

"wrap-around" of addres~es. 

For example: 

LDA 127777 

would put the contents of location 27 17778 into A, 

but 

LDA 130000 

would do c(20,0008) ➔ A 

and 

LDA 140000 

would do C(09,0008) ➔ A 

etc. 

Details of the relationship between an address and the actual location 

in the core store that it refers to are given in Table 5. 

Clearly care must be taken when using address modification with locations 

near the top of the core store. 

Provided the computer is halted when power is switched off, the contents 

of the core store are preserved. If the Master Clear button is held down 

whilst power is switched on the contents of the core store are a~unchanged. 

- 4 -



4.0 Interrupts 

The interrupts system provides the means whereby a peripheral device 

can force the computer to execute (at the completion of the current instruction) 

a jump to a specific location associated only with that interrupt. At that 

location there is normally a further jump instruction to a routine that will 

service the device, e.g. when the CRT scanner completes a scan line it generates 

an interrupt, which causes the DDP-224 to execute a routine which terminates 

the current data transfer from the CRT and starts a new one. 

Main 
Program 

p 

P+1 

136 XXX P+1 

1
37 JMP INT 

~00 
Interrupt 
Routine 

The action of an interrupt is in fact to force the computer to execute 

a Jump Store (JST) instruction to the "trap location" (even address) assigned 

to the interrupt. Thus if the last instruction to be executed, before the 

interrupt talcea effect, was in location P, then (P+1) is stored in the trap 

location and next instruction to be executed is in the "transfer location" 

(odd address) of the interrupt. At the completion of the "interrupt routine" 

it is necessary to return to the original program at location P+1 and to cancel 

the interrupt condition, this is accomplished by:~ 

JRT TL - where TL is the Trap Location 

The JRT is equivalent to a JMP!•TL. 

- 5 -



4.1 Priority Level System 

'rhere u.re sixteen interrupt lines f'i tted to the RllliL DDl"-224. 'l'hese 

are in a l-'riori ty level system, i.e. each interrupt is assioied to one of 

sixteen priority levels, 100 to 1 17. After receiving an interrupt on 

level N, and whilst executinr, the associn. ted interrupt routine, tr•e computer 

is in the interrupt level N condition. It cannot be interrupted by interrupts 

assigned to lower levels or another interrupt on level N, LN •••••• L~y.1 , but 

it can be interrupted by interrupts on higher levels, 117 ••••••• LN+1 • 

At the end of an interrupt routine, when the JRT instruction is executed 

the interrupt level N condition is changed to the interrupt level of the 

routines to which the JRT instruction is returning. An example of a situation 

with three active interrupts on levels 1
2

, 16 , 1
12 

might be as follows: 

Interrupt 
Routines 

Level 1
12 

Level L 6 

Level 12 

Main Frograrn 

Interrupts 

L 6 

L 
2 

f1I 7 · :2. I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 15 
I __J 

I 1 
I 

I I 
31 __j'+ 

I 
I 
I 

___J 

I 
I 

91 
I 
I 

__J 

,, 

lo 

1) A level 2 interrupt oocura cuusini._; a jwnp to the level 2 routine, 

2) At the com1,letion of' the level 2 routine, control returns to the 

main program. 

3) A level 2 interrupt causes a jwnp to level 2 routine. 

-6-
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4) Whilst at level 2 a level 6 interrupt occurs, causing a. jump to 

the level 6 routine. 

5) A level 12 interrupt oauses a jump out of the level 6 routine to 

the level 12 interrupt routine. 

6), 7), 8) At the completion of' the interrupt routines control returns 

in sequence down to the main program. 

9) A level 2 interrupt causes a jump directly to the level 2 routine. 

10) A level 12 interrupt causes a jump directly to the level 12 routine. 

11) Whilut in level 12 routine a level 6 interrupt occurs, it has to wait. 

12) At the completion of the level 12 routine, control returns to the 

level 2 routine, but as there is a level 6 interrupt waiting, a jump 

occurs immediately to the level 6 routine. 

13) As the level 6 and 2 routines are completed control returns in 

sequence down to the main program. 

The assignment of interrupts to priority levels is shown in Table 3. 

-7-



4.2 Hardware modifications to priority system 

As the DDP-224 was originally supplied, it was necessary for a device 

to maintain its interrupt signal 11 on" until an acknowledge (e.g. ACK ~6) signal, 

from the interrupt system, was received. This acknowledge·signal could be 

delayed by an arbitrary length of time, in particular when an interrupt had 

to wait for higher level routines to be completed (see (12) above). To 

eliminate this necessity for the peripheral devices to deal with the acknowledge 

signal etc., a set of interrupt storage flip-flops were added (see CR 023652). 

This modification provides the following features. 

i) It has twelve flip-flop, which can provide interrupts on levels 

These flip-flops are reset by the corresponding 

acknowledge signals. 

ii) It provides a means of assigning the various interrupt signals 

from devices, to the required interrupt levels, by making suitable 

connections on a "jumper card" (3F2A29). 

iii) The device needs only provided a transition of -6v to Ov, with a rise 

time of 200 nsec on its interrupt line. 

iv) If an interrupt is disabled, then the corresponding "interrupt" 

storage flip-flop" is cleared and cannot be set. 

-8-



4-.3 Single Execute Interrupts 

The four interru_l.Jts with higheat priority (1
17

, 116 , 1
15

, 114) are single 

execute interrupts. The effect of a single execute interrupt is to ca1.1se 

the execution of just the instruction in the interrupt's trap location (unless 

it is a jump instruction), the program being executed when the interrupt took 

effect, then continues with i ta next instruction. 

If an IRX instruction is executed by a single execute interrupt, then the 

index registera and the A register are not affected. 

If an INM or OTM instruction is executed, the address field of the actual 

instruction is incremented by one each time it is executed (see 6.9.1.d). 

-9-



4.4 Inter:t·upt Enable/Disable System 

Besides turning the entire interJ.·upt system on a.nd off by the .!!:NB and Hill 

instructions or by the console switch, it is possible to enable or disable each 

of' the interrupts independently. This is accomplished by transferring a 16 bit 

mask to the interrupt system mask register via the Output Bus. The 16 bit mask 

can be transJ:'erred either from the A Register (bits 9 - 24) or from a core 

location. Bit 9 corresponds to interrupt 117 , bit 24 to 1~~• A suitable 

program sequence to enable, for example, interrupts 11, 1
5

, 116 , would be: 

Note 

INH 

OCP '50 

OTM MASK 

ENB 

MASK PZE '137735 

Inhibit interrupts 

Connect 0/P Bus to interrupt mask register 

Ylri te mask into mask register 

Enable interrupts 

1 . A 11 1 11 in a bit position in the mask disables the associated interrupt, 

110 11 enables the interrupt. 

2. The interrupt mask must not be changed whilst the system as a whole is 

enabled. Therefore the above sequence starts with an INH and finished 

with an ENB instruction. 

-10-



4.4.1 Modif'ioo.tions to Enable/Disable System 

'£he b;nable/Disable system has been modified so that, like the parallel 

channels eto., the status of the mask transfer via the u/P Bus can be stored 

and controlled by the LDK/STK-System (See Section 5.1). 

-11-



4-., Interrupt when the CPU is Halted 

Provided that the interrupt system has been suitably enabled, the DDP-224-

will respond to interrupts even though it is in ·the Halt oondi tion. When 

an interrupt is received the computer executes a 11forced JST 11 a.a usual to the 

trap location and then executes the associated interrupt routine. After the 

JRT at the end of the interrupt routine the computer returns to its former 

Halted state. The priority interrupt system operates as normal, allowing 

interrupting of interrupt routines by interrupts of higher priority. 

Note 

'rhe HL'l' instructions must only be in the routines at the no interrupt 

level, the1·e must be !!2 HL'r's in interrupt routines. 

-12-



5.0 I/O Channels 

The channels of the DDP-224 can be divided into two broad categories. 

A) Direot Memory Aooess (DMA) Channels. In these channels the 

data is transmitted directly to and from the core store via the 

Memory Interface (see Fig~ 1). 

B) All other channels, such as Parallel I/P, DMA set-up channel, 

Character Buffer, -set-up channel for Interrupt Mask etc. All 

of these channels transmit data to and from the CPU (and core store) 

via the Input and Output Buses. As all these channels share 

essentially a single data transmission system, then only one 

channel can be enabled at a given time. Enabling a channel 

disables all other channels in this category (See Fig. 1). 

The channels in category Beach have essentially, two main 

control flip-flops: 

Enable (EN) - These flip-flops determine which channel is 

currently selected to transmit data via the 

I/P or o/P-Bus. 

Ready (RDY), or Hot Busy (BSY or BUS). - These flip-flops 

are used to synchronise the transfers of' words 

between the C.P.U. and the peripheral devices 

and their control units or interfaces. When 

the RDY (or BSY) is set, it indicates to the CPU 

that the channel is ready to transfer a word to 

(or from) the CPU. When it is reset, it 

indicates that the channel and device either 

haven't a word ready to transfer into the CPU or 

are still busy with the last word rece_;_ved from 

CPU and are not ready to receive a new word. 

- 13 -



In the case of the 'Set-Up' channels of the DMA's, Interrupt 

Range Register, and the read DMA range register channels, these 

two control flip-flops are amalgamated into a single control 

flip-flop e.g. PKFEI. 

The DMA's (category A) have essentially one control flip-flop 

(Ready-IORG) and a control clock (FT~l to F~4). 

5.1 Channel Status ( STK/LDK) System 

The use of the channels in category B (see above) with interrupts 

produces difficulties. For example consider the situation where the 

computer is operating with a main programme that contains transfers from 

the paper tape read.er, in addition there is a peripheral device active 

on a parallel input channel. The peripheral device produces interrupts 

which causes entry to an interrupt routine which arranges the transfers 

from the device through the channel. From time to time the interrupt 

will occur when a transfer involving the reader is in progress. The 

interrupt routine has to enable the parallel I/P channel, thus disabling 

the standard character buffer. It is therefore necessary for the 

interrupt routine to be able to determine whether the standard character 

buffer is enabled, before it enables another channel and at the end of 

the routine, re-enable the character buffer if necessary. 

This is accomplished by the Store Channel Status ( S1'K) and Load 

Channel Status (LDK) instructions, in conjunction with the A Register. 

The assignment of the channel enable flip flops etc. to bits in the A 

Register is shown in Table 4. 

Note 

1. The Read DMA Range Register enable flip-:flops are not wired into 

this system as there was no spare circuitry available. 

2. The TAPIN (magnetic tape selected for I/P) flip-:flop is in the 

LDl(/STK system because inward tape transfers uses the I/P Bus, so 

- 14 -



that it is effectively an Enable Flip-flop. 

The STK instruction sets the corresponding bits in the A-Register of all 

enabled channels. LDK enables all channels whose corresponding bits in the 

A-Register are set to 111 11 • 

Another valuable use of LDK is to enable channels without changing the state 

of their channel ready fli~-flops. ]'or example, the H.P.D. has a word set up on 

its output lines to Parallel I/P channel #1, it will have set the channel RDY 

flip-flop. If the I/P channel ia now enabled by an OCP, in the usual way, the RDY 

flip-flop is reset, thus to the HPD the word would appear to have been read, 

although it had not. If LDK is used, ,the state of the RDY flip-flop is unchanged, 

thus no words are lost. 

- 15 -



6.o Peripheral Devices 

The operation of the various standard and special peripherals attached 

to the DDP-224 will now be described. 

6.1 Console Typewriter 

This is an IBM "Golf-Ball" typewriter, capable of up 

seo. It is attached to the Standard Character Buffer (S.C.B) via a 

Control Unit. The Control Unit takes care of all the timing and coding 

changes needed to operate the typewriter both on-line and off-line in 

conjunction with the paper tape reader and punch. 

The Key-board is fitted with a lock that is relea~ed only when: 

i) The typewriter is off-line, or 

ii) The typewriter is on-line, selected for input and the 

character buffer is not ready (CfillSi) 

This lock therefore stops the operator typing further characters to 

the character buffer until the first has been sent to the C.P.U. 

The typewriter has been fitted with push button/indicator unit. 

The contacts of the push button provide an interrupt (at present L
3
). 

The lamp is illuminated when the typewriter is on-line and selected for 

input (i.e. the WIS-flip-flop) is set; thus indicatine to the operator 

that he may start to type. 

To enable the programs to synchronize the transmission of data with 

the mechanical operation of the typewriter, two SKS's are provided by the 

S.C.B. 

SKS 1 2000 - One of the devices (Typewriters, Punch or Reader) on the 

S.C.B. is Busy i.e. it is not ready to handle a new character. 

This•SKS is normally used for output transfers. 

- 16 -



SKS '14000 -The s.c.B. is Ready. This SKS is normally used for input 

trantfers, in which case it means a new character has been 

put into the buffer by the device. 

There are three OCP'e involved with operatine the typewriter. 

OCP '2000 - Select Typewriter for Input, enable the S.C.B., and reset 

its RDY flip-flop. 

OCP '2010 - Select Typewriter for Ou_tput, enable the S.C .B. and set its 

RDY f'lip-flop. 

OCP 1 2070 - Deselect all devices on the Standard S.C.B. Note this does 

not change the state of the Enable or RDY f'lip-flops of the 

Buffer. 

Disabling the S.C.B. by enabling another category B channel, does not 

deselect any device on the Buf'fer that was already selected. 

2. If' any of the S.C.B. Devices have been in use, before r;ivint; any of the 

above OCP's, a cheok must be made as to whether any of the output 

devices is still operating (i.e. Busy) (by the SKS '2000); or whether 

there is a character from one of' the input devices waitint: in the S.C.B. 

(by the SKS '14000). 

- 17 -



6 .1 .1 

L1 

Output Routine Example 

A simple routine to print out, as an eight octal character 

number the word in location NUM, would be:-

SKS 1 2000 

JMP •-1 

LDX -8,3 

LDB NUM 

OCP I 2010 

CRA 

LLR 3 

OTA 

SKS 1 2000 

JMP •-1 

JXI L1,3 

OTM ='76 

SKS 1 2000 

JMP *-1 

OCP 1 2070 

Wait for any character 

devices that may be operating. 

Character count to IX3. 

Output word into B Register. 

Select Typewriter for o/P, Enable S.C.B. 

Clear A Register 

Shift octal character into A. 

Output character. 

Wait for typewriter to 

finish printing. 

Add one to IX3, finished word? 

Yes, Output "Carriage Return". 

Wait for typewriter to 

finish. 

Deselect Typewriter 

- 18 -



6.1.2 Input Routine Examples 

A simple routine to input eight octal oharaoters from the 

typewriter to location NUM, would be:-

SKS 1 2000 

JMP *-1 

CRA 

STA NUM 

LDX -8,3 

OCP 1 2000 

11 SKS ' 14000 

JMP *+2 

JMP *-2 

INA 

ANA NUM 

JXI *•2, .3 

JMP L2 

LGL 3 

STA NUM 

JMP 11 

L2 STA NUM 

SlCS '14000 

JlftP *+2 

JMP •-2 

INA 

OCP 1 2070 

Clear NUM 

Character count to IX3 

Select Typewriter for I/P, enable Character Buffer 

Test if Buffer Ready 

Ready 

Not Ready 

Input Character to a Register 

"And" partially built up word with new oharaoter. 

Add one to IX.3,is word complete? 

Yes 

No, Shift left. 

Store partial word in NUM 

Loop back for next character 

Store complete word in NUM 

Is Buffer Ready? 

Yes 

No 

Input carriage return 

Disconnect typewriter 

A more elaborate routine, which would use other channels 

whilst waiting for a character would be:-

- 19 -



SKS '2000 

JMP *-1 

CRA 

STA NUM 

LDX -8,3 

0CP 1 2000 

Routines using 

other channels, 

but which periodically 

does: 

SKS '14000 

JST INP 

INP JMP •• 

LDA ::.1 

LDK 

INA 

Af'iA NUM 

JXI "'+2, 3 

JMP L1 

LGL 3 

STA NUM 

JMP *INP 

L1 STA NUM 

EXIT 

Enables Character Bu:ffer only 

Return to above routines 

Word complete 

Note the use of the LDK instruction to enable the 

Character Buffer without changing the state of the Ready flop. 

- 20 -



6.2 Remote Typewriter 

This is an identical machine to the Console Typewriter (See Section 

6.1) and is used in exactly the same way, with the following differences: 

1) It cannot be used off-line. 

2) Its OCP's are: 

OCP '2001 - Select Remote Typewriter for I/P, enable 

Standard Character Buffer (SCB) and reset RDY 

OCP '2011 - Select Remote Typewriter for 0/P, enable 

SCB and set RDY. 

OCP 1 2071 - Deselect the Remote Typewriter. 

3) The interrupt button is connected to level 12. 

- 21 -



6.3 Paper Tape Punch 

The Facit Paper Tape Punch (8 holes, 150 characters/sec) is 

connected via the Paper Tape Control Unit to the Standard Character 

Buffer (SCB). The Punch oan be operated on-line or off-line in 

conjunction with the console typewriter and reader. There are Run-

Out controls on the punch itself and the DDP-224 control panel. A 

Stop Code Character can be punched out by depressing a push button on 

the control panel. 

To enable the programs to synchronize the transmission of data with 

the mechanical operation of the punch, the following SKS is provided 

by the S.C.B. 

SKS '2000 One of the devices (Typewriters, Punch or Reader) 

on the S.C.B. is Busy i.e. it is not ready to handle 

a new character. 

There are four OCP's involved in operating the paper tape punch: 

OCP 1 2200 

OCP '2220 

OCP 1 1000 

OCP '2070 

Select the Paper Tape Punch, enable the S.C.B., and 

set its RDY flip-flop. 

Punch one sprocket hole on the Paper Tape Punch. 

The state of the s.c.B. is not changed. 

Punch a Stop Code character on the Paper Tape Punch. 

The state of the S.C.B. is not changed. 

Deselect all devices on the S.C.B. 

NOTE this does not change the state of the~nable 

or RDY flip-flops. 

Note 1. Disabling the S.C.B. by enabling another category B channel, 

does not deselect the punch if it was already selected. 

2. Ii' any 0f the S.C.B. devices have been used, before giving 

any of the above OCP''s, a check should be made as to whether 
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any of the output devices is still operating (i.e. Busy), 

by SKS 1 2000 etc. 

3. Using OCP '2220 or OCP '1000 deselects the Punch from the S.CJ:3. 

6 .3 .1 Punch Routine Example 

L1 

A simple routine that would punch out the contents of location 

NUM, followed by a Stop Code and run out of about 211 would be: 

SKS 1 2000 

JMP *-1 

LDX -8,3 

OCP 1 2200 

LDB NUM 

CRA 

LLR 3 

OTA 

SKS 1 2000 

JMP *-1 

JXI L1,3 

OCP I 1000 

SKS 1 2000 

JMP *-1 

LDX -20,3 

Wait for any character device 

that may be operating 

Load IX3 with character count 

Select Punch and enable S.C.B .. 

"Output" word to B. Reg. 

Clear A 

Shift octal character into A 

Output Character 

Wait for punch 

to complete its cycle 

Add one to IX3, is wordfinished? 

Yes, punch out stop-code 

Wait for punch 

L2 OCP '2220 

Load length of run-out into IX3. 

Punch a sprocket hole 

SKS 1 2000 

JMP *-1 

JXI 12,3 

OCP 1 2070 

EXIT. 

Wait for punch 

Add one to IX3, Run out complete? 

Yes, deselect Punch. 
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6.4 Paper Tape Reader 

The Faoit Paper Tape Reader (it will read 6, 7 or 8 hole tape at 

up to 1000 characters/sec) is connected via the Paper Tape Control 

Unit to the Standard Character Buffer (S.C.B.). The Reader can be 

Operated on-line or off-line in conjunction with the console typewriter 

and punch. 

To enable the programs to synchronize the transmission of data 

with the mechanical operation of the reader, the following SKS is 

provided by the s.c.B. 

SKS '14000 The S.C.B. is Ready, i.e. a new character has been 

read into the S.C.B's Buffer. 

There are two OCP's involved with operating the Paper Tape Reader: 

OCP 1 2100 

OCP '2070 

!Q1'.fill 

Select and Start tape moving through the Paper 

Tape Reader, enable S.C.B. and reset its RDY flip

flop. 

Deselect all devices on the S.C.B. 

NO'.L'E this does not change the state of the Enable 

or RDY flip-flop of the Buffer. 

1. Once OCP 1 2100 has been given, paper tape will continue to 

be driven through the reader at full speed until an OCP 1 2070 is 

given (or the stop-code character is read) whether characters 

are being read or not. Thus if a program cannot process 

characters coming in from the reader in a time less than 

roughly 600 µ sec/character, then the program should stop 

the reader after each character by OCP •27070. 

2. The Reader does not detect as a character, blank tape (i.e. 

sprocket holes only). 
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3. When reading characters from paper tape, the S.C.B. checks the parity 

of each character. If there is an error a flip-flop is set which 

can be tested and reset by SKS 1100 or SKS '40100. 

6.4.1 Paper Tape Reader Routine 

A simple routine entered by a JST, to keep reading characters 

into Location CHAR, checking for stop code or parity, then 

returning could be: 

Main Program 

SKS 1 2000 

JMP *-1 

OCP 1 2100 

SKS '14000 

JMP *+2 

JMP Continue. 

JST INR 

JMP SC 

JMP ERR 

Check that no other device on S.C.B. 

is Busy 

Select and start the Reader, enable S.C.B. 

Is there a character in the Buffer? 

Yes. 

No 

Stop Code Return 

Parity Error Return 

Normal Return 
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Note 

Reader Routine 

INR ** 

STA TEMP 

STX LDX,3 

LDA =1 

LDK 

INA 

SKS 1 1000 

JMP LDX 

IRX nm,3 

SKS '40100 

JMP LDX 

!RX INR,3 

STA CHAR 

LDX LDX **,3 

LDA TE!YlP 

JMP• INR 

TEMP '.PZE ** 

Preserve A 

Preserve IX3 

Re-enable S.C.B. 

Input Character 

Check if Stop Code 

Yes. See Note 2 

See Note 1. 

Increment Return Address 

Check if Parity Error 

Yes 

Ordinary Character 

Restore IX3 

Restore A 

Return 

1. If the main program is using channels this LDK is needed to 

re-enable the.S.C.B. without resetting RDY. 

2. There is no need to stop the reader as reading the stop code 

character automatically does that. 

A routine that reads character by character, stopping the tape 

af'ter each character would be: 

OCP '2100 

SK.S 1 14000 

JMP *+2 

JNtP •-2 

INA 

OCP '2070 

Select and Start Reader, enable S.C.B. 

Is there a character in the Buffer? 

Yes 

No 

Input Character 

Stop Reader 
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The Orion 

The Direct Data Connection (DDC) of the Orion is connected through 

a special interface unit to DMA #1 of the DDP-224. Transfers occur 

in both directions between the DDP-224 and the Orion, the 24 bits of the 

DDP going into or coming from the least significant 24 bits of the 

48 bit Orion Word. The transfer rates are: 

1 wora/32 µ.sec into Orion 

1 wora/32 µ,sec into DDP-224, after a delay of 128 µ sec before 

the first word. 

Details of' the use of a DMA are given on P.3-6 of the Programmers 

Manual (71-261A). 

The DMA -/11 and Interface Unit provide the following SKS'a for 

synchronization. 

Unit: 

SKS 1 26000 DMA #1 is Busy i.e. it is enabled and therefore 

has not completed the transfer of a block of words. 

SKS '20010 - The Orion DDC is selected for I/P from the 

DDP-224. Note this does not mean that a transfer 

is actually in progress. 

The following OCP'a are used to operate the DMA #1 and Interface 

OCP '6000 

OCP I 101 Q 

OCP 16100 

OCP '1031 

OCP '1032 

OCP I 1033 

OOP '1034 

OCP 1 1030 

Enable DMA # 1 and connect i ta "set-up" channel to 

0/P Bus. 

Disable DMA #1 and abandon transfer in progress. 

Connect the Range Register of DMA #1 to the I/P Bus. 

Give a 11Buffer Overflow Interrupt''to Orion 

Give an "Accept" Interrupt to Orion 

Give a "Disable" Interrupt to Orion 

Give an "End of Frame" Interrupt to Orion 

Clear all the Interrupts to Orion 
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Note 

The Interface Unit provides an Interrupt (on level L
13

), when 

the Orion DDC starts on 0/P block transfer to the DDP-224. 

1 . ThP. OCP's '1031 to '1034 set d.c. levels on the associated Orion Inter

rupt lines, until cleared by an OCP '1030, which must be given before any 

new interrupt can be sent to the Orion. 

2 . After giving an End of Frame Interrupt to Orion, it must be cleared, 

before any new transfers are started between the DDP-224 and the Orion, 

otherwise it will produce an unintentional Orion interrupt. 

3 . The Orion DDC 11 reri1embers" the identity of all interrupts except the 

Disable which must be kept on until OMP has examined it. 

DDP to Orion Transfer, Program Example 

A simple program to transfer '100 words in a block starting at 

location DATA from the DDP to the Orion would be: 

OCP '1010 

OCP '6000 

OTM 0RD1 

OTM ORD2 

SKS 1 26000 

JMP *-1 

ORD1 MZE DATA 

ORD2 OCT 100 

Abandon any other transfer on DMA #= 1 • 

Enable DMA #1 , 

Send starting address to DMA and select 0/P Mode 

Send word count to DMA 

Is DMA #= 1 still busy? 

Yes, continue to wait. 

No, transfer is completed. 

1st control word for DMA, selects 0/P mode and 

starting address DATA 

2nd control word for DMA, gives number of words to 

be transferred. 
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6.5.2 Orion to DDP Transfer , .Program Example 

A simple program to transfer r100 words from the Orion into a 

block of DDP storage starting at location DATA would be: 

OCP '1010 Abandon any other transfer on DMA #1 

OCP '6000 Enable DMA. # 1 

0TM 0RD1 

OTM 0RD2 

SKS '26000 

JMP •-1 

0RD1 PZE DATA 

0RD2 PZE 11 00 

DMA control words 

Is DMA #1 still busy? 

Yes, continue to wait. 

No, transfer is completed. 

1st control word for DMA, selects I/P mode and 

starting address DATA 

2nd control word for DMA, gives number of words 

to be trannferred. 
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6.5.3 Interrupt to Orion , Program Example 

A simple program to give a.n interrupt to Orion and to olear it 

again would be:-

OCP 1 103 x 

LDX -5,3 

JXI *,3 

OCP 1 1030 

Give interrupt, x =1, 2, or 4 

Delay for approximately 15 µ:.seo. 

Clear interrupt 

6.5.4 Interrupt to DDP I from Orion, Program Example 

In this example, when the Orion sets up a 5 word 0/P transfer to 

the DDP, it gives a.n interrupt to the DDP, this causes the DDP to enter 

an interrupt routine that ssts up a 5 word I/P transfer on D.MA #1 to a 

block of store starting at BUF. 

'47 JMP INT 

nrT OCP '6000 

OT1·i CV/1 

OTM ::5 

SKS 1 26000 

JM:P *-1 

JRT '46 

CW1 PZE BUF 

Interrupt L
13 

transfer location 

Enable DMA # 1 

5 words 

Wait for transfer 

to finish 

Kxit from interrupt routine 

Control word, I/P mode, address BUI!' 
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6.6 

Notes 

1 • 

Teletype T.eleprinter 

The teletype teleprinter, capable of 10 charaoters/seo is fitted 

with a reader and a punoh (also capable of 10 characters/sec). The 

teletype transmits data to and from the DDP-224 via the optional 

character Buffer (O.C.B.) and its Interface and Control Unit. The 

teletype is situated at about 1,000 feet from the DDP-224. From the 

programming point of view there is no differenoe between data coming 

from the reaaer or the Key-board. Similarly there is no difference 

between sending data to the punch or the printer mechanism. 

To enable the program to synchronize the transmission of data with 

the operation of the teletype, the O.C.B. provides the following SKS. 

SKS '37041 The Optional Character Buffer is Ready, i.e. either 

the Buffer has a new character ready to transfer 

into the CPU, or the buffer is now free to receive 

a new character from the CPU. 

To operate the teletype there are three OCP' s,1 

OCP '1012 Select and start Teleprinter for I/P, enable 

o.c.B. and reset its RDY flip-flop. 

OCP '1013 

OCP 1 1024 

Select and Start Teleprinter for 0/P, enable 

O.C.B. and set its RDY flip-flop. 

Deselect and Stop theTeleprinter. Note the 

$tates of the Enable and RDY flip-flops are not 

changed. 

A push-button is fitted to the Teletype to give an interrupt on 

level 1
1

• 

Disabling the O.C.B. by enabling another category B channel, does not 

deselect the Teletype. 
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2. The Teletype only uses 5 bits/character instead of the normal 6 bits. 

Therefore on input it is necessary to use a masked INA instruction 

INAM '37 

to ensure that only the 5 bits from the teletype go into the A Register. 

Obviously the Teletype has a different character code, to the standard 

DDP-224 code, namely standard Ferranti 5-hole code. 

3, Before changing from I/P to 0/P mode (or vice versa) it is necessary to 

deselect the teletype. A delay of approximately 100 msec after the 

last character has been transmitted, must be allowed before deselecting. 

A further 100 msec delay must be allowed after deseleotion before selecting 

a new mode. 

4. There is no parity checking available for the teletype. 

The programming for the Teletype is very similar to that for the console 

typewriter (see section 6.1 etc.). The only differences are:-

a) The use of 0CP 1 1012 for 0CP '2000 

0CP 1 1013 for 0CP '2010 

0CP 1 1024 for 0CP 1 2070 

and SKS '37041 for both SKS 1 2000 and SKS '14000. 

b) The insertion of delays before deselecting and changing mode. 

For example for changing between I/P mode and 0/P mode, the following 

program could be used: 

SKS '37041 

JMP *+2 

JMP *-1 

INAM '37 

LDX 1,3 

JXI *,3 

LDX -6000,3 

JXI *,3 

Is last I/P character in Buffer 

Yes 

No 

Input last 5 bit character (see Note 2 above) 

Delay for approximately 100 psec 
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OCP 1 1024 

LDX 1,3 
JXI *,3 

LDX -6000,3 

JXI *,3 

OCP '1013 

OTM CHAR 

SKS '37041 

Deselect teleprinter and stop motor 

Delay for approximately 100 msec. 

Select for 0/P, start motor. 

Output first 5 bit character 

-Has first character been received by the 

teleprinter? 

JMP *+2 Yes 

JMP *-2 No 

6.7 CRT Film Scanner 

The CRT Film Scanner (CRTFS) can be considered as having two sections; 

the Command Section, which receives 6 bit v.ords (1 word/12 sees) from 

the Optional Character Buffer (OCB) and a Data Section which transmits 

24 bit words into I/P half of DMA #2. (Peak data rate 225 Kc/s). 
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6.7.1 Command Section 

To synchronize the transmission of data from the OCB to the 

Command Section the following SKS's are provided: 

SKS '37041 

SK0 '20000 

SKS '20001 

SKS '20002 

The O.C.B. is Ready, i.e. the Command 

Section and the O.C.B. are Ready to receive 

a new character. 

The film has been advanced the specified number 

of frames and is now positioned and clamped in 

the film gate ready for measurements. 

The CRT]'S' s a tage is fully forward 

The CRTFS's stage is fully reversed 

For the operation of the Command Section,the following OCP's 

are provided& 

OCP 1 1014 

OCP '1015 

OCP '1016 

OCP '1017 

OCP '1020 

OCP '1021 

OCP 1 1022 

OCP '1023 

Select for 0/P to the CRTFS, Enable OCB, and 

set its RDY flip-flop. 

Move film forward by the number of frames given 

by 6 bit word received from OCB 

Move film back by the number of frames given by 

6 bit word received from OCB 

Move film to the next part of the frame 

Move CR'rFS stage forward 

Move GRT1''S stage backward 

Stop moving the CRTI'S stage 

The 6 bit word received from the OCB specified 

the Scan Line .Angle. 

Note+ OCP's '1015, '1016 and 1 1023 are given just after a 6 

bit word has been sent from the OCB to the Command Section. 
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6.7.2 Command Section, Progra.m Examples 

a) A program to make the CRTFS Film Transport move forward 10 

frames could be: 

OCP 1 1014 

OTM =10 

OCP '1015 

SKS 1 20000 

JMP *+2 

JMP *-2 

Select CRTFS and enable OCB 

o/P 1 0 to the CRTFS 

Move the film forward by the specified number 

of frames 

Has film been advanced the specified number of 

frames 

Yes 

No, continue to wait 

b) A program to make the CRTFS Film Transport move the film to 

bring the next part of the frame (3 parts per frame) into the 

measuring position, would be: 

6) 

OCP I 1017 Move film to next part of the frame 

SKS 1 20000 Has film motion ended? 

JMP *+2 Yes 

JMP *-2 No, continue to wait 

A program to move the stage forward and measure a picture 

could be as follows: 

OCP '1020 Move CRTFS Stage forward 

Program to 

set up interrupt 

and start 1st 

data transfer 

SKS '20001 

JMP '°'+2 

JM:t' *-2 

OCP 1 1022 

Is stage fully forward? 

Yes 

No, continue to wait. See note below 

Stop the stage 
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Note 

Note: 

Whilst in the SKS loop waiting for the stat:e to complete its forward 

traverse, this program will be interrupted at the end of each scan line 

of the CRTFS, to set up a new transfer. 

d) A program to select Scan Line Angle 24, could be:-

OCP '1017 

OTM =24 

OCP '1023 

6.7.3 Data Section 

Select CRTFS and enable OCB 

o/P 24 to CRTFS 

Select Scan Angle given by the number just 

transmitted. 

To synchronize the transmission of data from the CRTFS to 

the I/P half of DkA # 2, the following SKS is provided: 

SKS '26001 DMA #2 Busy i.e. the block transfer is not yet 

complete. 

:!!,or the operation of the DMA # 2, the following OCP' s are 

provided: 

OCP 1 6001 

OCP 1 6101 

OCP '1011 

Enable DMA #= 2, prepare it to receive control 

words via the "set-up 11 channel, connect the 11 Set

up11 channel to the 0/P Bus. 

Connect the Range Register of DMA -/I 2 to the 

I/P Bus. 

Abandon current block transfer - Disable Dl:J~ #2. 

Atthe end of each scan line (approximately every 2 msec) the 

CRTFS generates an interrupt on level½· 

Selecting the DUA #2 for I/P-Mode, automatically selects the CRTFS as 

the active device on this channel. 
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2. If more than two control word-a are transmitted to the DMA via the "set

up" channel, an I/0-hold will result. 

6.7.4 Data Section, Program Examples 

a) Reading of data from the CRTFS is done by block transfers 

through DMA #2. This is usually done by an interrupt 

routine that, is entered at the end of each scan line, 

which terminates the current transfer and initiates a 

new block transfer into a new buffer. 

INT OCP '1 011 Abandon previous transfer 

Compute starting 

address of next 

buffer and plant 

in ADD 

OCP '6001 

OTM ADD 

OTM =50 

JRT '36 

ADD PZE ** 

Enable DMA # 2 

Select I/P mode and starting address 

No. of words greater than number 

expected on a scan line 

Exit from interrupt routine 

Control word for input and 

starting address. 

b) To read the contents of DMA #2 range register the following 

program could be used: 

OCP 11011 

OCP 1 6101 

IN.A 

Abandon any current transfer 

Connect Range Register to I/P-Bus 

Transfer Range Register contents to A 

Register 
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6.8 Digital CRT Dispiay and Light Pen 

The Digital Display CRT (DDCRT) can display a small spot of light 

(pulsed on for 2 µ sec) anywhere on 1,024 x 1,024 grid on a 21" CRT. 

The deflection time between any two points on the grid is 1 2 µ .seo. 

The brightness of the spot can be one of four digitally selected levels. 

The DDCRT is one of the devices which receives 24 bit words from the 

0/P half of DMA # 2. The DDCRT interprets each 24 bit word which it 

receives as the (X,Y) position on the grid at which the spot is to be 

displayed and its brightness. The word format is: 

1 2 11 12 13 14 2 

0 X-Coord . Intensity Y-Coord . 

:Bit 
12 13 Intensity 

0 0 Minimum 

o 1 Low 

1 0 Medium 

1 1 Muximum 

To synchronize the transfer of data from the DMA #2 with the 

operation of the DDCRT, the following SKS is provided: 

SKB '26001 DMA /1-2 is :Busy, i.e. a block transfer is in progress. 

To operate the DDCRT, the following OCP's are provided: 

OCP 1 6001 Enable DMA /1-2, connect its "set-up" channel with 0/P-Bua 

OCP 1 61 01 Connect the Range Register of DMA # 2 to I/P-Bus 

OCP '1011 Disable DMA /1=2, disable any current transfer 

OCP '1026 Select DDCRT as active device on DMA #2's 0/P half. 

~ OCP 11026 must be given before the block transfer from DMA # 2 is 

started. Once given it need not be repeated unless another 

device on the 0/P half of DMA # . 2 has been sele oted . 
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In addition to the DDCRT, there is~ Light Pen available. This 

is a "pen-like" device which when held against the soreen oan sense 

the pulse of light from a spot displayed underneath its tip. When a 

pulse of light is sensed it sets a flip-flop whose state oan be 

examined by an SKS instruction and reset by an OCP. 

SKS'20011 Light Pen Flip-Flop is set. 

OCP 11027 Reset Light Pen Flip-Plop. 

Thus to use the light pen one has: 

SKS 1 20011 Has spot been sensed? 

JMP *+2 

JMP NSPT 

OCP 11027 

Yea. 

No, continue search 

Reset Light Pen 
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6.8.1 Digital Display, Program Example 

To obtain a display, a block of words describing the 

required picture in the correct format (See 6.8) has to be 

arisembled, this is then repeatedly transmitted to the DDCRT, 

for as long as the display is required. To obtain a "flicker-

free" display, it is necessary to regenerate it approximately 

30 times/ sec. With a deflection time of 1 2 µ.sec/point, this 

limits a display to approximately 3,000 points. A routine to 

keep generating a display given by 3000 words in a block starting 

at PIC, whilst Sense Switch 1 is Up, would be: 

0CP 11026 Select DDCRT 

L1 0CP 1 6001 

OTM CW 

O'.l'M =3000 

SKS 1 26001 

JMP *-1 

SKS 1 

JMP L1 

JMP EXIT 

CW MZE PIC 

Enable DMA # 2, connect its II set-up" channel to 

0/P Bus 

Select 0/P mode and give starting address 

3000 words to be transferred 

Is transfer complete? 

No, DMA # 2 still busy, continue to wait 

Yes, ia SW1 up? 

Yea, continue displaying 

No, stop displaying 

0/P Mode, starting address PIC. 
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6.9 Magnetio Tape System 

The DDP-224 has two Datameo Tape Units, capable of writing and 

reading IBM½" compatible tape at 25 K ohar./sec. Full details of 

these Tape Units (MTU) are given on P.3-21 of the Programmers Manual. 

These two tape decks share a single Magnetic Tape Control Unit (TCU) and 

Word Forming Buffer (WFB). Therefore except for rewinding only one 

tape unit can be selected and operating at a given time. From the 

point of view of writing to tape, words are transferred to the WFB from 

the 0/P half of DMA # 2. From the point of view of reading from tape 

the WFB transfers words to the CPU via the I/P-Bus. 

The standard OCP's and SKS'a are listed. on P. A-7, A-8, A-9, B-2, 

B-3 and their use described. on P.3-20 to 3-27 of the DDP-224 Programmers 

M~ual (71-261A). 

The extra OCP's needed to operate this "non-standard" tape system 

are: 

OCP '6001 

OCP '61"01 

OCP 11011 

OCP 11025 

OCP '54 

Enable DMA #2, connect i ta ~et-up" channel to the 0/P-Bus. 

Connect the Range Register of DMA #2 to the I/P-Bu.s. 

Disable DMA 1/2, abandon any current transfers. 

Select the Magnetic Tape System for I/P mode. 

Connect the Interrupt 10 bit Range Register to the 0/P-Bus. 

The extra SKS needed to synchronize data transmission with the 

operation of the MTU, is: 

SKS 1 26001 DMA #2 is Busy i.e. a transfer is still in progress. 

With the Tape system selected for I/P, everytime the WFB has a word 

ready to be transferred into the CPU, it gives an interrupt on level 1
17

• 

This interrupt is normally a s i ngle execute inter rupt , however by 

removing the link fr om the pin F3A02-06 this interrupt becomes a norma l 

priority interrupt. 
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Note 

1. The OCP 1 s seleoting the required WFB mode and Tape Writing operation 

must be given immediately before the DMA #2 transfer is set up. 

2. The OCP '1025 to select I/P mode for the Magnetic System must be 

given before the OCP's to select WFB mode and Tape Reading operation. 

3. If the Range Register is to be used to control reading of tape 

it must be loaded with the word count before tape motion is started. 

4. Giving an OCP that causes the writing of record on tape automatically 

selects the 0/P half of D'MA# 2 for operation with the W.F.B. 
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6.9.1 Mt15netic Tape Program Examples 

a) An example of a program to write a Binary record of' 1 00 

words, four characters per word, with five retries if parity 

errors occur, oould be: 

WTR CL.A 

STA EC Sot parity error counter to zero 

WRR OCP '340 Enable WFB for 4 character/word 0/P 

OCP 120200 Write BIN Record on MTU #1, start tape moving 

OCP 16001 Enable DMA # 2, connect ita "set-up" channel 

to 0/P-Bua 

OTM CW Select 0/P mode and starting address 

OTM =1 00 1 00 words to be transferred 

SI:S 131000 Is the TCU still busy? See Note 1 • 

.Tifl.P *-1 Yea, continue to wait 

SKS 170300 No, record has been written, has parity error 

occurred? See Note 2 

J1AP ERR Yes, jump to error routine 

S¥..S '71200 No, has the end of the tape been .reached? 

See Note 3 

.TIAP EOT Yes, jump to end of tape routine 

J},fP EXIT No, record written and checked 

ERR OCP 130000 

SKS '31000 

JMP *-1 

IRX EC 

SKN =5 

JMP BT 

JMP WRR 

CV/ MZE DATA 

Back space one record 

Has tape motion ended? 

No. 

Yes. Increment error oount 

Is error count now five 

Yes, jump to Bad Tape Routine 

No, try writing record again 

Select 0/P mode, starting address DATA 
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Notes 

1. The state of the TCU, rather than that of DMA # 2 is sensed, because 

the DMA transfer will finish before the tape system writes "end 

of record" and does the longitudinal parity check. So to ensure 

that the parity check will be valid, the program must wait until 

the TCU is not Busy. 

2. SKS '70300 is used rather than SKS '30300, because this clears the 

parity error condition as well as sensing it. 

3. SK.s '71200 is used rather than SKS '31200, because this clears the 

end of tape condition as well as sensing it. 

b) Having tried to write a record without parity error and failed five 

times, one can try erasing that region of the tape (so that it will 

be automatically spaced over during reading) and then write the 

record on a new piece of tape. This erasure can be accomplished 

by a sequence of 'write end of file - backspace record's to give a 

suitable length of blank tape. Writing an "end of file" produces 

about 3. 7" of blank tape followed by an "end of file mark" record. 

The tape is backspaced each time so that the next length of blank 

tape over-writes the "end of file mark" record giving continuous 

blank tape. For completeness the length of blank tape should be 

checked to see if it gives parity errors by back spacing an extra 

record (i.e. right through the blank tape) after the last •write end 

of file - backspace record'. Then if there are no parity errors 

the tape is brought forward to the end of file mark and backspaced 

so that the next new record over-writes the "end of file mark". 

A routine to produce about 25 11 of blank tape and check this blank 

tape could be: 
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B'.I.' LDX -7,3 

0CP '20400 

SKS I 31000 

JMF *-1 

0CP '30000 

SY.S '31000 

JMF *-1 

JXI BT+1 ,3 

SKS '70300 

NOP 

0GP '30000 

SKS '31000 

JMF *-1 

SKS '70300 

JMP NEP 

0CP '30200 

SK.S '31000 

JMP *-1 

0CP 130200 

sr:s • 31 ooo 

JMP *-1 

SKS '70300 

JMP NER 

0CP 130000 

SKS '31000 

JMP *-1 

JMP WTR 

Write end of file on MTU // 1 

Hs.s Tape motion finished? 

No 

Yes, backspace a record on MTU # 1 

HE:a tape motion finished? 

No 

Yes, do this seven times 

Reset parity error 

Bi;.ckspace a record to test for pa..ri ty errors in 

blank tape 

H~.s tape motion finished? 

No 

Yes, has there been a parity error? 

Yes, jump to non-erasable tape routine 

No, skip one record forward 

Ha.a tape motion finished? 

No 

Yes, skip one record forward through blank tape 

Has tape motion finished? 

No 

Yes, has a parity error been found? 

Yea, jump to non-erasable tape routine 

No, backspace one record (i.e. end of file mark 

record) 

Ha.s tape motion finished? 

No 

Yes, ready to try writing again (see a) abovu) 
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o) If in a) above the end of tape mark were sensed, the tape would 

have to be rewound thus:-

EOT OCP' 30400 

SKS '31100 

JMP *-1 

HLT '777 

Rewind MTU # 1 

Is tape still rewinding? 

Yea, continue to wait 

No. halt for new tape to be loaded 

d) An example of a program to read in a 100 words from a BCD record 

containing more than 1 00 words, using 4 characters/word and the 

single execute interrupt, would be: 

RT CRA 

STA EC 

RTR LDA INST 

STA '56 

OCP '54 

OTM =100 

OCP '50 

OTM ='77777 

ENB 

OCP 11025 

OCP I 341 

OCP I 20100 

SKS '31000 

JMP *-1 

SKS '70300 

JMP RPE 

SKS '71200 

JMP EOT 

Zero parity error count 

Plant the input instruction in interrupt 

trap location. See Note 1. 

Load the interrupt range register with 100. 

See Note 2 

Enable magnetio tape single execute interrupt 

Select I/P mode for magnetic tapes 

Enable WFB for 4 character/word I/P mode 

Read one BCD record from MTU #1 start tape 

moving 

Has tape motion finished? 

No, continue waiting 

Yes, has parity error occurred? 

Yes, go to retry r outine 

No, has end of tape been sensed? 

Yes, go to end of tape routine. 
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NOTE 

JMP EXIT 

RPE OCP 130000 

SKS 131 000 

JMP *-1 

IRX EC 

SKN =5 

JMP PAR 

JMP RTR 

IWST INM BUF 

No, record read satisfactory 

Backspace one record 

Has tape motion finished? 

No 

Yes, increment error count 

Is error count now five? 

Yes, tape cannot be read 

No, try reading again 

Instruction executed by interrupt. BUF 

is starting address of block for the words 

read in. 

1. The address of the INM instruction is incremented each time it is 

executed, thus the 100 words from the record will be read in off 

tape into BUF to BUF +99. 

2. AR each word is read in off tape the range register is decremented 

by one until it effectively reaches one, when it inhibits further 

interrupts from the TCU. 

Thus the first 100 words will be read in and the remaining words 

in the record will be spaced over and ignored. 

in the end of record gap. 

The tape will stop 

e) An example of a program to read in a Binary record from tape, of 

some unknown number of words less than 1,000. The characters are 

to be packed 

is to used. 

CRA 

STA we 

TAX 0,3 

LDA INS 

S'l'A '57 

at 4 per word and a normal priority interrupt routine 

Zero Word count 

Zero IX3 

Plant jump to interrupt routine 
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Note 

OCP '54 

0'.I.'M =1000 

OCP '50 

OTM ='77777 

ENB 

OCP 11025 

OCP I 341 

OCP 1 20000 

SKS '31000 

J1ft.P •-1 

JMP EXIT 

INS JMP INR 

Interrupt Routine 

INR OCP 11025 

INM BUF,3 

rnx wc,3 

JRT 1 56 

Load interrupt range register 

with 1,000 

Enable magnetic tape interrupt 

Select I/P mode for magnetic tapes 

Enable WFB for 4 character/word I/P mode 

Read on Binary record from MTU /I 1 , start 

tape moving 

Has tape motion finished? 

No, continue waiting 

Yes, record has been read 

Instruction planted at interrupt transfer 

location 

Select I/P Mode for magnetic tapes. 

Note 2. 

See 

Increment word count and IX3, See Note 3. 

Exit from interrupt routine 

1. For brevity parity checking etc. has been left out of this example. 

2. If this OCP 11025 is used at the beginning of the interrupt routine, 

then it is possible whilst waiting for the record to be read, to 

C£Lrry out other transfers involving the I/P or 0/P-Buses. 

3. When the record has been read WC will contain the number of words 

in the record. 
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6.10 Storage Tube Display (STD) 

This device is means of producing simple displays (e.g. histograms) 

on a Standard Tektronix 5" Storage Tube Oscilloscope (Type 564). Points 

can be displayed on the screen of the CRT on a grid 256 x 256. The 

display rate is approximately one point/10 µ sec. The display cannot 

be cleared from the screen by program. The display unit receives data 

from the DDP-224 via the parallel 0/P channel. 

at about 1200 feet from the DDP-224. 

The display is situated 

The words sent to the display define the required (X,Y) position 

of points, one point/word. The format of the word is: 

1 161 24 

Not used X-Coord. Y-Coord. 

To simplify attaching this display toi'he DDP-224, it was decided 

not to make use of a control back from the display (DEVLD pulse) every 

time it received a word. Instead whilst the STD is selected on the 

Parallel 0/P channel the RDYflip-flop is held set. Therefore the 

synchronizing of the data transfers cannot be done by SKS 111000, 

sensing whether the channel is ready. Instead a time delay of 

approximately 10 µ sec has to be arranged in between each transfer. 

To operate the S.T.D. the following ODP is provided 

OCP 1 2 Select Storage Tube Display and Enable the 

PELrallel 0/P Channel 

Thus a program to produce a display of 100 points, described by 

the words in a block starting at PIG, would be: 

1DX -100,1 

OCP '2 

11 OTM PIC+100, 1 

1DX -3,3 

JXI * ,3 

JXI 11, 1 

Load IX1 with 1 00. 

Select STD and Enable Parallel 0/P Channel 

Output a point 

Wait roughly 10 psec 

Repeat for 100 points 
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6.11 The Hough Powel l Device (HPD) 

The HPD oan be thought o~ in two sections - the Command Section 

and the Data Section. The command section (roughly 4 word/15 sees) reoeivm 

18 bit words from the DDP-224 through the Parallel 0/P Channel (which 

it shares with the STD. See 6.10). The Data Section transmits 18 bit 

words to the DDP-224 through the Parallel I/P Channel #1 (roughly 4,000 

word/seo. in 10 second bursts). 
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6.11.1 HPD Command Section 

This is the section of the HPD which receives and interprets 

18 bit "commands" received from the DDP-224. These commands 

control the film transport, stage motion and digitizing systems 

within the HPD. Each time the HPD has completed the measure-

manta on a given picture a sequence of four commands is trans

mitted to the HPD to: 

reset the stages 

advance the film 

select the scan mode, stage speed and scan line 

density f or the next measuring scan of a picture. 

To synchronize the transmission of words to the HPD with 

the operation of its command section the following SKS is 

provided: 

SKS 111000 Parallel 0/P Channel is ready to transmit 

another word to the HPD 

fill!! In general the Command Section can receive a command at any 

time ( except for 1 6 µ.sec after the receipt of command) and, 

in general, a command over-rides earlier commands stopping 

measurement if it is al.ready in progress. So the issuing of 

commands has to be synchronized to the HPD operation as a whole 

by either waiting until a complete frame has been scanned or 

until the whole of the picture upto given stage coordinate has 

been received by the computer. 

To operate the Command Section of the HPD the following 

OCP is provided: 

OCP 100006 Select HPD, enable Parallel 0/P Channel and set 

its RDY flip-flops. 
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The format of the command word(*) is1 

~ 

1 6 8 

T 
X--X 1 0 a Code 

g 

'O COORD 

•1 Scan in 0 
90 -Mode 

'2 End of Film 

'3 Move to W 

'4- Spare 

'.5 Scan in 
0 

0 -Mode 

•6 Move film + N frames 

'7 Move to. X 

Argument 

~ - see HPD-65-1A 

Argument 

i.e. pictures 

Thia part of' the command ia interpreted in various waya (e.g. 

X-Coordinate, ±Nframea, speed view, density) depending on the command. 
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6.11 .2 Command Section, ProgrBJI1 Examples 
\ 
A routine that could be used to output a sequence of 

commands to the HPD is for example: 

LDX -4,3 

OCP 16 

DMB CMD+4,3 

JllP EXIT 

CMD OCT 472000 

OCT 433000 

OCT 464020 

OCT 453000 

-4 to IX3 

Select HPD and enable the parallel 0/P channel 

Output for command words 

Move to X = 12000 

Kove to W = 13000 

Move film forward '20 frames 

0 Sc an in O mode, speed 1 , view 2, density 0 
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6.11 .3 HPD Data Section 

The HPD Data Section has a 128 word buffer store, where 

the data is assembled, before transmission to the DDP-224. 

At present the programs are arranged to periodically sense 

whether this buffer is more than half full., at which time 50 

words are read as rapidly as possible (approximately 1 wora./7µsec) 

into the DDP-224. 

To enable the programs to synchronize the data transfers 

with the operation of the HPD Data Section, the following SKS's 

are provided: 

SF.S '12000 

SKS 1 20003 

SKS 1 20004 

SKS 1 20005 

SKS 1 20006 

SKS '20007 

8¥..S 1 20017 

To operate 

required: 

OCP '00001 

NOTE 

Parallel I/P Channel# 1 is Ready i.e. a new 

word is ready in the channel to be transferred 

into the CPU 

HPD is Disabled 

HPD is Enabled 

HPD is in the Accept state 

HPD has reached the End of Frame 

HPD Buffer store has overflowed. 

HPD Buffer Store contains more than 64 words. 

the HPD Data Section the following OCP's are 

Enable Parallel I/P Channel # 1 for HPD Data, 

and reset the RDY flip-flop. 

The HPD interface is designed so that it always has a data 

word ready on the input lines to the channel i.e. as soon as 

the HPD starts to generate digitizings, it sets up a word for 

the I/P channel. So that the RDY flip-flop of the channel is 

always set before the channel is enabled for a transfer. If 



the above 0CP were used the RDY flip-flop would be reset, thus 

loosing a word. 

should be used. 

LDA = 110000 

LDK 

Therefore ins t ead of the 0CP, the following 

s~t bit 12 in the A register 

Enable the Parallel I/P Channel # 1 , do not 

change the state of the RDYflip-flop. (See 

Table 4). 

The HPD gives an interrupt on level L12 , whenever it 

sets any of the SKS 1 s 120003 to 120007. 
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6.11 .4 Data Section, Program Example 

a) An example of a program which periodically senses to see 

if there are more than 64 words in the buffer and when 

there is, reads in 50 words into a block of storage starting 

at BUF: 

Main program 

periodically 

cycles through 

SKS 120017 

JST RD 

RD JMP ** 
LDA ='10000 

LDK 

LDX -50,3 

FMB BUF+50,3 

JlAP *RD 

Sense number of words in buffer 

More than 64, jump to read data 

Leas than 64 words, oontirtue program 

Enable Parallel I/P Channel # 1 

Load IX3 with -50 

Input 50 words into BUF 

50 words read in return to main 

program. 

b) Ar! example of a program t,o decide the reason for the HPD 

giving an interrupt: 

'45 JMP HINT Jump to interrupt routine, in transfer 

location 

HINT SKS '20003 Had HPD been Disabled? 

JMP DNB Yes, exit to asaocia ted rru tine 

SKS 1 20004 No, has HPD been Enabled? 

JMP ENB Yes, exit to associated routine 

SKS 1 20005 No, had HPD Accepted? 

JMP ACP Yea, exit to associated routine 
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SKS 1 20006 No, has HPD reached End of Frame? 

JMP EOF Yes, exit to associated routine 

------ No, start Buffer Overflow routine. 
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6.12 Sonic Spark Chamber Sys tem (OLX) 

A parallel high speed data system has been installed between 

the Nimrod Experimental area and tre Parallel I/P Channel # 2 of the 

DDP-224. At present there is only one spark chamber system attached 

to this system, that of the P3 experiment. Another spark chamber 

system (OLX #2) involving a PDP8 computer is to share this transmission 

system in the near future, but the details have still to be decided. 

The present system transmits 16 bit words, in blocks of 128 

words and there are approximately 3 blocks/2 sees. 

To enable the programs to synchronize the data transmissions 

with the operation of the Sonic Chamber System, the following SKS is 

provided: 

SKS '37003 Parallel I/P Channel /12 is Ready i.e. there is a 

word ready in the channel to be transferred into the 

CPU. 

To operate the OLX JI 1 system the following OCP is provided 

OCP 1 00003 Enable Parallel I/P Channel # 2, with sonic spark 

chamber system# 1 selected. Reset RDY flip-flop. 

The OLX /11 generates an interrupt on Level 1
4

, whenever it has 

a block of 128 words ready for transmission to the DDP-224. 

NOTES 

1 _ After receipt of the interrupt a delay of 40 µ,sec must be allowed 

before the OCP to enable the channel is given. 

2. Af·ter the enabling OCP has been given, it is necessary to allow 

a delay of 40 fsec before sensing whether the channel is ready 

(SK$ 138003) and then reading a word in. This delay allows the 

program to detect the end of the block of words which may be 

shorter or longer than the nominal 128 words. If a new word 

is not ready in the channel after this 40 µ. sec delay when it can 

be assumed that the block is ended. This delay must be allowed 

between the enabling OCP and the input of the first word. 
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6.12.1 OLX ./1,. 11 Pr ogram Example 

On receipt of the OLX # 1 interrupt a program is entered 

which reads in words until the end of the data block (as defined 

above). The data is read into a block of storage beginning at 

BUF. 

'31 JMP INT 

INT LDX -15,3 

JXI * ,3 

OCP '3 

LDX -128,2 

LI LDX -15,3 

JXI * ,3 

SKS '37003 

Jump instruction in interrupt transfer location 

-15 to IX3 

Delay for 40 µseo 

Enable Parallel I/P Channel # 2 and OLX # 1 

-128 to IX2 

-15 to IX3 

De,lay for 40 µseo 

Is the channel RDY? 

JMP *+2 Yes, jump to read in word 

JMP EODB No, end of data block, jump to appropriate routine 

INM BUF+128,2 Input word 

JXI L1 ,2 

JMP ERR 

Increment IX2 and continue 

Error condition, more than 128 words in a. block. 
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6.12.2 OLX #2 

As stated above the details of this part of the system has 

to be decided. It will be sharing-the high speed data system 

with OLX #,1. An extra OCP will be supplied to select to OLX #2: 

pep 11035 Enable Parallel I/P Channel #2, select OLX 

to use the data tranamiaaion ayatem. Reset 

the RDY 'flip-flop. 

An interrupt will be provided for OLX #2, on level 106 ,for 

uae when it haa a data block ready for transfer. 

In addition OLX I= 2 is to be provided with a remote type

writer similar to that of OLX //1. 
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6.13 Calcomp Graph Plotter 

The Calcomp plotter is a digital incremental plotter. The pen 

is moved in .01 11 steps (maximum speed is 300 steps/second). The pen 

may be also raised and lowered from the paper (maximum of 10 times/sec). 

The graphs are drawn on a 12" wide continuous strip of paper, which passes 

over a drum that provides the X displacement. The pen is on a carriage 

which slides on bars above the surface of the drum, providing the Y 

displacement. 

The Calcomp plotter is controlled entirely by OCP's. No channels 

are used or disturbed. The OCP's cause displacements of one unit step 

in the directions shown below, raise and lower the pen. 

OCP 1 2606 OCP 1 2602 

OCP 1 2604 

OCP 1 2605 OCP '2601 

Paper Advance 

OCP '2612 

OCP 1 261 O 

OCP '2611 

Pen Up: OCP '2640 
Pen Down: OCP 12620 

To synchronize the OCP's with the operation of the plotter, the 

following SKS is provided. 

SKS 1 22600 Tlie Calcomp Plotter is Busy with an operation. 

To plot a graph etc., with this device, therefore consists of 

ir-terpreting it in terms of lin~ elements in eight possible directions 

and isolated points. This information is then transmitted to the plotter 

as a string of OCP's in the following manner. 
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SK.S '22600 

JMP *-1 

0CP •• 

le the Plotter still Busy? 

Yes, continue to wait 

No, give 0CP 



7.0 Conclusion 

This system has been operating for some time with all the devices 

described above ex~ept for OLX #2. The system is operated by a time 

sharing control program called Pentagon. Pentagon is primarily 

responsible for operating the system with the typewriters, H.P.D,, CRT 

Film Scanner and remote teleprinter in various combinations, but not 

all together due to core store space limitations. The magnetic tapes, 

plotter, CRT Displays and Paper Tape Equipment are operated as 

auxilaries to the system. 
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Associated 
Devices 

Typewriters 
and Paper Tape 
Equipment 

Orion 

Remote 
Teletype 
Teleprinter 

CRT 
Film Scanner 

Digital CRT 
Display 

OCP 

01000 
02000 

02001 

02010 

02011 

02070 
02071 
02100 
02200 
02220 

06000 
06100 
01010 
01030 
01031 
01032 
01033 
01034 

01012 

01013 

01024 

01014 

01 015 
01016 
01 017 
01020 
01021 
01022 
01023 
06001 
06101 
0-1011 

01026 
06001 
06101 
01 011 
01027 

TABLE1 

OCP Assignments 

D<a1aoripti-on 

Punch Stop Code On Paper tape punch 
Console Typewriter I/P select and character bui'fer 
enable. 
Remote typewriter I/P select and character buffer 
enable. 
Console typewriter 0/P select and character buffer 
enable 
Remote typewriter 0/P select and character buf'fer 
enable. 
Disconnect all I/O devices on the character buffer. 
Disconnect remote typewriter. 
ELable paper tape reader and character buffer. 
Ena.ble paper tape punch and character buffer. 
Feed one sprocket hole on paper-tape punch. 

Enable DMA #1 
Connect DMA# 1 's range register to I/P bus. 
Disatle DMA #-1 
Clear Interrupts to Orion. 
Send Buffer overflow interrupt to Orion. 
Send Accept interrupt to Orion. 
Send Disable interrupt to Orion. 
Send End of Frame interrupt to Orion. 

Select teletype for I/P and enable optional 
buffer. 
Select teletype for 0/P and enable optional 
buffer. 
Deselect teletype and tGrn its motor off. 

char. 

char. 

Select CRT to receive commands and enable optional 
character buffer. 
CH'l' Film Transport Forward. 
CHT Film Transport Reverse. 
CHT Film Transport Increment. 
CRT Stage Forward. 
CHT Stage Reverse. 
CRT Stage Stop. 
CRT Select Scan Line Angle .. 
Enable DMA # 2. 
Cor,nect DMA # 2' s Range Register to I/P Bus" 
Disable DMA # 2. 

Select Digital CRT Dis play 
Enable DMA # 2. 
Connect DMA # 2 1 s Range Register to I/P Bus. 
Disable DMA J 2. 
CJear Light Pen. 
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Associated 
Devices 

Magnetic Tape 
System 

H.P.D., 
Sonic Spark 
Chambers (OLX) 
and Storage 
Tube Display 

Calcomp Graph 
Plotter 

OCP 

01025 
06001 
061 01 
01011 
00310 
00311 
00320 
00321 
00330 
00331 
00340 
00341 
20000 
20001 
20100 
20101 
20200 
20201 
20300 
20301 
20400 
20401 
30000 
30001 
30100 
30101 
30200 
30201 
30300 
30301 
30400 
30401 

00001 
00003 
01035 

00002 

00006 

02601 
02602 
02604 
02605 
02606 
02610 
02611 
02612 
Q2620 
02640 

TABLE 1 {contd.) 

DESCRIPTION 

Select Magnetic Tapes for I/P. 
Enable DMA # 2. 
Connect DMA # 2 ' s Range Register to I/P Bus • 
Di sable DMA # 2. 
Enable WFB for 1 character/word 0/P. 
Enable WFB for 1 character/word I/P. 
Enable WFB for 2 character/word 0/P. 
Enable WFB for 2 character/word I/P. 
Enable WFB for 3 character/word 0/P. 
Enable WFB for 3 character/word I/P. 
Enable WFB for 4 character/word 0/P. 
Enable WFB for 4 character/word I/P. 
RA ad Odd Parity on MTU # 1 • 
Read Odd Parity on MTU # 2. 
RE1ad Even Parity on MTU # 1 • 
Road Even Parity on MTU # 2. 
Write Odd Parity on MTU #1 . 
Write Odd Parity on MTU 1/=2. 
Write Even Parity Nl MTU # 1 • 
Write Even Parity en MTU #2. 
Write End of File on MTU#1 • 
Write End of File on MTU #= 2. 
Backspace one record on MTU # 1 • 
Backspace one record on MTU #2. 
Bs,ckspace one Fi le on MTU # 1 • 
B€!-ckspace one File on MTU # 2. 
SJ··ip one Record on MTU # 1. 
Skip one Record on MTU #2. 
Skip one File on MTU # 1 • 
Skip one File on MTU I/ 2. 
Rewind MTU #= 1 • 
Rewind MTU # 2. 

Enable Parallel I/P Channel # 1 for HPD Data. 
Enable Par allel I/P Channel /; 2 for Sanio Spark ( 0LX #1 ) 
Enable Parallel I/P Channel # 2 for Sonic Spark GhambeJ 
/I= 2 ( 0LX # 2) • 
Select Storage Tube CRT Display and Enable Parallel 
0/P Channel. 
Select HPD to receive commands and Enable Parallel 
0/P Channel. 

Step-Y or carriage Right. 
Step +Y or carriage Left. 
Step-X or drum Up. 
Step -X and -Y. 
Step -X e.nd +Y. 
Step +X or drum Down. 
Step +X and -Y. 
Step +X and +Y. 
Plotter Pen Down. 
Plotter Pen Up. 
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TABLE 1 (contd.) 

Associated OCP Description Devices 

Interrupt 00050 Connect Interrupt Mask Register to 0/P Bua. 
System 00054 Connect Interrupt Range Register to 0/P Bus. 

01036 Spara 
01037 Spa.re 
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TABLE 2 

SKS Assignments 

Associated SKS Description Devices 

Typewriters 00100 Pa.rity Error in Standard I/O Character Buffer. 
and Paper 01000 Stop Code. 
Tape Equipment 02000 Character Device on Standard I/O Character Buffer Busy 

14-000 Standard I/O Character Buffer Ready. 

Orion 26000 DMA #1 Busy. 
20010 Orion DDC Selected for I/P. 

Teletype 3704-1 Optional Character Buffer Ready. 
37141 Pttrity Error in Optional Character Buf'fer. 

CRT Film 37041 Optional Character Buffer Ready. 
Scanner 37141 Parity Error in Optional Character Buffer. 

20000 CRT Film Arrived. 
20001 CRT Stage Fully Forward. 
20002 CRT Stage Fully Reversed. 

Digital CRT 26001 DMA # 2 Busy. 
Display 20011 Light Pen Set. 

Magnetic 26001 DMA #2 Busy. 
Tape System 30300 Pnrity Error in WFB. 

31000 Mngnetic Tape Cohtrol Busy. 
311 00 w.eu # 1 is Rewinding. 
31101 MTU 1/2 is Rewinding. 
31200 End of Tape Sensed. 
31300 Beginning of Tape sensed. 
31400 End of File sensed. 

H.P.D. Sonic 11000 Parallel 0/P Channel Ready. 
Spark Chambers 12000 Pi,.rallel I/P Channel #1 Ready. 
(OLX) and 37003 Parallel I/P Channel # 2 Re-ady. 
Storage Tube 20003 HPD Disabled. 
Display 20004 HPD Enabled. 

20005 HPD Accept. 
20006 HPD End of Frame. 
20007 HPD Buf'fer Overflow. 
20017 HPD Buffer holds more than 64 words. 

Calcomp Graph 
Plotter 22600 Graph Plotter is Busy. 

20012 Spare 
20013 Spare 
20014 Spare 
20015 Spare 
20016 Spare 
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External 
Name 

ELG 

ELB 

ELA 

ELE 

ELD 

ELC 

ELF 

ELH 

117 

Note: 

Interrupt Trap 
Level Location 

1.0, 208 
L,01 22 

L,02 24 

L,03 26 

L,04- 30 

L,05 32 

L,06 34 

L,07 36 

11,0 40 

111 42 

112 44 

113 46 

*114 50 

*115 52 

*116 54 

*117 56 

T A B L E 3 

Interrupt Assignments 

Transfer Description Location 

218 

23 Remote Teletype Teleprinter -
Interrupt Button. 

25 Remote Typewriter - Interrupt Button 

27 Console Typewriter - Interrupt Button 

31 Sonic Spark Chamber, OLX # 1 • 

33 

35 Sonic Spark Chamber, OLX # 2. 

37 CRT Film Scanner - End of Scan Line 

41 

43 

45 HPD Interrupt. 

47 Orion Interrupt. 

51 

53 

55 

57 Magnetic Tape System has I/P Word 
Ready. 

• - Single Execute Interrupt 
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Name 

E1 

E2 

E3 
E4-

E5 
E6 

E7 
E8 

E9 

Bit 
Position 

1p 
11 

12 

13 

14-

15 
16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 
21+ 

T A B L E 4-

Cha.nnel Status (LDK/STK) System 

Description 

Optional Character Buf'fer, Enable. 

Pa.rallel 0/P Channel, Enable. 

Parallel I/P Channel #1, Enable. 

Parallel I/P Channel #2, Enable. 

Magnetic Tape system selected for I/P. 

DMA # 1 , set-up Enable. 

DMA # 2, set-up Enable. 

Interrupt Range Register, set-up Enable. 

Standard Character Buffer, Enable. 
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TABLE 5 
Core Store Layout 

Address Core True Core 
Module Location 

00000 to 07777 A 00000 to 07777 

1 0000 to 1 7777 B 1 0000 to 1 7777 

20000 to 27777 C 20000 to 27777 

30000 to 37777 C 20000 to 27777 

40000 to 4 7777 A 00000 to 07777 

5C000 to 57777 B 1 0000 to 1 7777 

60000 to 67777 C 20000 to 27777 

70000 to 77777 C 20000 to 27777 

~: Modules A and Bare a single SK module, C is a single 4K module 
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